
Preparing for the Next Bull Market Cycle Part I 

This report is Part 1 of preparing for the next bull market. This report is based on the normal 

process, history that the market goes through before a new bull market cycle starts. Part II will 

provide my specific strategy for positioning my clients and myself for the next bull market.   

I have written a lot about cycles in business, the economy, the markets and life in general.  

In the research article I wrote, The Best Time to Invest, I write about the four basic phases of a 

cycle on pages 2, 3. The most important phase to start investing is called the basing phase. At the 

end of this report I provide charts for every basing period going back to 1962. They all look 

similar and go through the same process. Click here to read The Best Time to Invest.  

2020 Market 

This market is different, where the major indexes have not gone through the basing phase, but 

many stocks and sectors have. Below is a chart of the S & P 500:  

 

The S & P had a collapse in prices in February and March. The market has recovered much of 

the loss. 

But 

There are other parts of the economy and markets that are in bad shape. Below is a table of 

sectors of the economy/market and how they are performing: 

 

 

 

 

https://theretirementinvestmenteducator.com/page/rie/monthlymarketupdate/2020-03-31-015.pdf


 

 

The list shows 35 sectors of our economy, market. 40% of the sectors are only down less that 

5%. About 42% are down more than 10% and most are in bear markets, down more than 20%. 

This is where my investment buying will be currently and to be positioned for the next bull 

market. If you would look at the major indexes you will see that many stocks in the indexes are 

in bear markets and only a handful are close to their old highs. I write much more about this in 

my next Market Update that should be out in early August. 

Above I show you a chart of a recovering S & P index. Below is a chart of the banking ETF: 

 



 

Let us review the chart: 

The banking index is down about 35% from its peak, a bear market. 

• Prices did find a bottom, for now.  

 

• Prices did move above its bottom thanks to the Fed by reducing short and long-term 

interest rates. Because most banks, including this index, pay a nice dividend that makes 

them attractive. Because of their above average dividend yields, some money did move to 

these higher yielding investments, but not enough to move them out of bear market 

territory. 

 

• What is important is that now prices are basing. We now have a new lower trading range 

after finding a bottom. Prices are basing.  

 

• Another important point about the banking sector. It would be hard to have an economic 

recovery without a healthy banking sector. If the market, investors really believed we 

would have a V shaped recovery banking stocks would reflect a V shaped recovery and 

would not be in a bear market. 

Below is a bear market chart of Nordstrom: 

 

 

 



 

Nordstrom is in a bear market. It found a bottom and is now basing. Nordstrom’s bear market 

bottom in 2008 caused the stock to fall to about $ 6. By 2015, Nordstrom climbed to $80. Could 

Nordstrom’s business recover like it did after the Great Recession? 

Below is a chart of the S & P. The chart has essentially been going sideways for the last 2 ½ 

years.  

 

Let’s review the chart: 

 



• The S & P’s support is around the 2,200 level about the same level where the 2016 

presidential rally started. Resistance is around the 3000 to 3400 area. 

 

• The market rallied hard after President Trump’s election. That rally ended in January 

2018. The market has had a hard time staying above the 2900 level ever since.  

 

• There have been 3 major corrections during this time. The second correction was close to 

being a bear market. The economy was growing so the market was able to recover. The 

potential for rising rates, a trade war and rising geopolitical risks (Iran, North Korea, 

Russia, Venezuela…) caused the markets to stall in 2018, 2019. Also, the market has 

become overvalued the last two years, especially this year. 

 

• The correction toward the end of 2018 did not base, so it’s not surprising for stock prices 

to react violently toward the downside when the covid-19 virus came to the U.S. 

 

• Again, there is no basing period this year, so the current rally is suspect and could reverse 

like the last two. The market’s bullish scenario (V shaped recovery, vaccine by the end of 

the year, the President will be re-elected) may prove to be wrong and I would not be 

surprised if the S & P tested the March lows. In my Market Update next month, I will 

describe the scenario where the market tests the low.  

Gold had a good base before its current rally: 

 

Source: Barchart.com 

Gold made an historic high in 2011. It went into a bear market and it based between 2013 to 

2019.  



BASES ARE LIKE A DIVING BOARD. A LONG DIVING BOARD CAN LEAD TO A 

STRONG BOUNCE/MOVE. A SHORT DIVING BOARD WILL HAVE LESS OF A 

BOUNCE/MOVE AND THE MOVE IS NORMALLY SUSPECT. 

A v-shaped bottom is unusual, and we don’t have the conditions for a sustained V-shaped bull 

market.  

Below is a long-term chart of the NASDAQ: 

 

The NASDAQ has many technology companies. This makes the index a favorite among growth, 

technology investors. 

Let us review this chart: 

• After the Y2K concern, the NASDAQ rallied from about 3000 to about 5200 in a 

parabolic move. Most parabolic moves are signs of speculation.  

 

• The NASDAQ crashed from around 5200 to about 1200.  

 

• The NASDAQ started basing in 2001 and was not able to breakout until 2012, about 12 

years. 

 

• Prices peaked in 2000, but prices did not pass those highs until 2016.  

 

• The last five years the markets have had several strong rallies and corrections. The 

current rally is parabolic and is a sign of speculation. Also, prices did not base after going 

into a bear market and a recession was declared that February. The current rally is 

suspect.  

 

• We are seeing the same level of speculation that we saw in 2001 in 2020. 



I take profits and hedge near market tops and near the end of an economic cycle when stocks 

are overvalued. Here is why for example, if a person would have pulled out when the 

NASDAQ was 5200 and deployed it when prices dropped to the 1200 area. The $1,200 could 

buy about $4,200 of the index. That $4,200 would be about $50,000 today. If an investor 

didn’t sell, the 5000 would be about 10000 about a double that took about 20 years. 

Investing during the basing period of a bear market leads to better returns because one is 

buying when stocks are oversold and undervalued. Market and economic cycles last much 

longer than bear markets, so you want to be invested at the start of an economic cycle. There 

is less risk at the start of a cycle, basing period, versus speculating at the top of an overvalued 

market.  

Question, would you rather invest during the start of a bull market cycle, the basing period 

when stocks are oversold and undervalued like the banking index. Or, would you rather 

speculate now when the NASDAQ is overbought and overvalued and prices are parabolic.   

Summary and Conclusion 

• Most things in the universe have a cycle: birth, growth, mature, decline. We do have 

market and economic cycles. We just finished an economic and market cycle that 

started around 2009 and finished this year, 2020.  

 

• We are in a recession and many stocks are basing.  

 

• The best time to invest is during the basing period and there are many sectors and 

stocks that are currently basing. 

 

• IT’S TIME TO START POSITIONING AS AN INVESTOR FOR THE NEXT 

BULL MARKET CYCLE.  

 

• The major indexes (Dow 30, S & P, NASDAQ) have gone parabolic, and are 

overvalued. Caution is warranted. I write more about this in my next Market Update. 

 

• I will write more about my investment strategy for the next bull market cycle in my 

next Market Update. 

 

If you need help preparing for the next bull market, feel free to contact me at 

danhassey@yahoo.com.  

Below are charts of every basing period going back to 1962.  

 

 

 

mailto:danhassey@yahoo.com


Basing Periods 

Basing period Details 

 

Source: Dan Hassey database, archive 

The average basing period takes about seven months. That’s about 2 quarters. Investors can 

start to see improvements in earnings, sales, employment and economic indicators. The last 4 

basing periods took longer than seven months. 
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